Abstract-Face restoration from low resolution and noise is important for applications of face analysis recognition. However, most existing face restoration models omit the multiple scale issues in face restoration problem, which is still not wellsolved in research area. In this paper, we propose a Sequential Gating Ensemble Network (SGEN) for multi-scale noise robust face restoration issue. To endow the network with multi-scale representation ability, we first employ the principle of ensemble learning for SGEN network architecture designing. The SGEN aggregates multi-level base-encoders and base-decoders into the network, which enables the network to contain multiple scales of receptive field. Instead of combining these base-en/decoders directly with non-sequential operations, the SGEN takes baseen/decoders from different levels as sequential data. Specifically, it is visualized that SGEN learns to sequentially extract high level information from base-encoders in bottom-up manner and restore low level information from base-decoders in top-down manner. Besides, we propose to realize bottom-up and topdown information combination and selection with Sequential Gating Unit (SGU). The SGU sequentially takes information from two different levels as inputs and decides the output based on one active input. Experiment results on benchmark dataset demonstrate that our SGEN is more effective at multi-scale human face restoration with more image details and less noise than state-of-the-art image restoration models. Further utilizing adversarial training scheme, SGEN also produces more visually preferred results than other models under subjective evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Facial analysis techniques, such as face recognition and face detection, have been widely studied and explored in the past decades. Meanwhile, to ensure the public security and accelerate the crime detection, the intelligent surveillance systems have been rapidly developed. Therefore, facial analysis techniques have been employed to various applications with surveillance systems, such as criminal investigation. However, the performance of most facial analysis techniques would degrade rapidly when given low quality face images. In real surveillance systems, the quality of the surveillance face images is affected by many factors, such as long distance between camera and object, and insufficient light in natural scene, which resulting in low resolution, noise and so on. Therefore, how to restore a high quality face from a low quality face is challenging. Face restoration technique provides a viable way to improve performance of facial analysis techniques on low quality face images.
Obtaining face images with abundant facial feature details is important for face restoration techniques, so numerous face restoration algorithms have been proposed in recent years. Some algorithms focus on solving face restoration from lowresolution (LR) problem (i.e., face hallucination), such as works in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . To be consistent with more realistic situation, other algorithms also take the noise corruption into consideration during face super resolution, such as works in [7] , [8] . We observe that most existing face restoration methods omit one vital characteristic of real-world images, namely images in real applications always contain faces of different scales as illustrated in Figure 1 . Also, when the images are corrupted with serious distortions, it's hard to extract the faces in the distorted images for face restoration since face detection methods may not work well under this situation. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on solving multiscale face restoration close to real-world situation. The target of our proposed model is to effectively restore face images with details from noise corrupted LR face images without scale limitation.
Face restoration, which transfers low quality face image to high quality face image, can be considered as one of the image-to-image translation problem that transfers one image domain to another image domain. Solutions on image-to-image translation problem [9] , [10] , [11] usually use autoencoder network [12] as a generator. However, single autoencoder network is too simple to represent multi-scale image-to-image translation due to lack of multi-scale representation. Meanwhile, ensemble learning, a machine learning paradigm where multiple learners are trained to solve the same problem, have shown its ability to make accurate prediction from multiple arXiv:1812.11834v1 [cs.CV] 19 Dec 2018 "weak learners" in classification problem [13] , [14] . Therefore, an effective way to reinforce predictive performance of autoencoder network can be aggregating multiple base-generators into an enhanced-generator. In our model, we introduce baseencoders and base-decoders from low level to high level. These multi-level base-en/decoders ensure the generator have more diverse representation capacity to deal with multi-scale face image restoration.
The typical way of ensemble is to train a set of alternative models and takes a vote for these models. However, multiscale face restoration is a problem that concerns multiple processes of feature abstracting and generating, merely taking a vote (or with other ensemble method) fails to incorporate high level information and restore detail information. Based on this observation, we devise a sequential ensemble structure that takes base-en/decoders from different levels as sequential data. The different combination directions of base-en/decoders are determined by the different goals of encoder and decoder. This sequential ensemble method is inspired by long short-term memory (LSTM) [15] . LSTM has been proved successfully in modeling sequential data, such as text and speech [16] , [17] . The LSTM has the ability to optionally choose information passing through because of the gate mechanism. Specially, we design a Sequential Gating Unit (SGU) to realize information combination and selection, which sequentially takes baseen/decoders' information from two different levels as inputs and decides the output based on one active input.
Restoring low quality face image to high quality face image is an ill-posed problem, for which face details are usually absent in restored face images. Traditional optimization target of image restoration problem is to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the restored image and the ground truth. However, minimizing MSE will often encourage smoothness in the restored image. Recently, generative adversarial networks (GANs) [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] show state-of-the-art performance on generating pictures of both high resolution and good semantic meaning. The high level real/fake decision made by discriminator causes the generated images' distribution close to the class of target domain, which endow the generated images with more details as target domain. Therefore, we utilize the adversarial learning process proposed in GAN [18] for restoration model training.
In general, we propose to solve multi-scale face restoration problem with a Sequential Gating Ensemble Network (SGEN). The contribution of our approach includes three aspects:
• We employ the principle of ensemble learning into network architecture designing. The SGEN is composed of multi-level base-en/decoders, which has better representation ability than ordinary autoencoder.
• The SGEN combines base-en/decoders from different levels with bottom-up and top-down manners corresponding to the different goals of encoder and decoder, which enables network to learn more compact high level information and restore more low level details.
• Furthermore, we propose a SGU unit to sequentially guide the information combination and selection from different levels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce related work in Section II and present the details of proposed SGEN in Section III, including network architecture, SGU unit and adversarial learning for SGEN. We present experiment results in Section IV and conclude in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK face restoration is of great importance for vision applications. Therefore, extensive studies have been carried out to restore the low quality face image to high quality face image in the past decades. The early face restoration algorithms can be categorized into two classes, i.e., global face-based restoration methods and local patch-based restoration methods. Global face-based restoration methods model LR face image as a linear combination of LR face images in the training set by using different face representation models, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [1] , kernel PCA [22] , locality preserving projections [23] , canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [24] , and non-negative matrix factorization [25] . Then, these global face-based restoration methods reconstruct the target HR face image by replacing the LR training images with the corresponding HR ones, while using the same coefficients. Though global face-based restoration methods may well preserve the global shape information, the details of input face are usually not well recovered by these methods.
To overcome the drawback of global face-based restoration methods, local patch-based restoration methods decompose face image into small patches, which can capture more facial details. Local patch-based restoration methods assume that LR and HR face patch manifolds are locally isometric. Therefore, once obtaining the representation of the input LR patch with the LR training patches, we can reconstruct the target HR patch by transforming the reconstruction weights to corresponding HR training patch. The work in [2] proposed a least squares representation (LSR) framework that restores images using all the training patches, which incorporates more face priors. Due to the un-stability of LSR, [3] introduced a weighted sparse representation (SR) with sparsity constraint for face superresolution. However, one main drawback of SR based methods is its sensitivity to noise. Accordingly, [7] , [8] introduced to reconstruct noise corrupted LR images with weighted local patch, namely locality-constrained representation (LcR).
In the past few years, convolutional neural networks (CNN) [26] have shown an explosive popularity and success in various computer vision fields, such as image recognition [27] , object detection [28] , face recognition [29] , and semantic segmentation [30] . CNN based image restoration algorithms have also shown excellent performance compared with previous state-of-the-art methods. SRCNN [31] is a three layer fully convolutional network and trained end-to-end for image super resolution. [4] presented a ultra-resolution discriminative generative network (URDGN) that can ultra-resolve a very low resolution face. Instead of building network as simple hierarchy structure, other works also applied the skip connections, which can be viewed as one kind of ensemble structure [32] , to image restoration tasks. [33] proposed a SRResNet that uses ResNet blocks in the generative model and achieves stateof-the-art peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) performance for image super-resolution. In addition, they presented a SRGAN that utilizes adversarial training to achieve better visual quality than SRResNet. [34] proposed a residual encoder-decoder network (RED-Net) which symmetrically links convolutional and deconvolutional layers with skip-layer connections.
However, these skip-connections in [33] , [34] fail to explore the underlying sequential relationship among multi-level feature maps in image restoration problem. Therefore, we design our SGEN followed by the goal of autoencoder, which sequentially extracts high level information from base-encoders in bottom-up manner and restores low level information from base-decoders in top-down manner.
III. SEQUENTIAL GATING ENSEMBLE NETWORK
Architecture of our Sequential Gating Ensemble Network (SGEN) is shown in Figure 2 . We discussed the details of SGEN in the following subsections. Firstly, we introduce the sequential ensemble network architecture of SGEN. Then we present the Sequential Gating Unit (SGU) for combining the multi-level information. Finally, we elaborate the adversarial training for SGEN and the loss function for adversarial training process.
A. Sequential ensemble network architecture
First, our generator is a fully convolutional computation network [30] that can take arbitrary-size inputs and predict dense outputs. Then, let us denote k-th encoder feature, k-th base-encoder feature, k-th combined base-encoder feature, kth base-decoder feature, k-th combined base-decoder feature by x k , X k ,X k , Y k ,Ŷ k respectively, and suppose there are N base-encoders and base-decoders in total. Given a low quality face image sample s, the SGEN G in Figure 2 can be illustrated in the formulas below:
where G(s) is the generated face image, conv 2 k and deconv 2 k are convolution and de-convolution operations with factor 2 k pooling and upsampling respectively. SGU is sequential gating unit. Each de-convolution layer is followed by relu (rectified linear unit) [35] , and each convolution layer is followed by lrelu (leaky relu) [36] , except for the last layer of generator (using tanh activation function). Note, there is no parameters sharing among different convolution conv operations, deconvolution deconv operations and SGUs in this paper. The bottom-up base-encoders combination and top-down base-decoders combination are determined by the different goals of encoder and decoder. Given a low quality face image input, the encoder of a autoencoder would like to transfer the input into highly compact representation with semantic meaning (i.e., bottom-up information extraction), and the decoder would like to restore the face image with abundant details (i.e., top-down information restoration). Therefore, without breaking the rules of autoencoder, we combine the multi-level base-en/decoders in two directions. Accordingly, we design a SGU to realize the multi-level information combination and selection in en/decoder stage. Combination of these multi-level base-en/decoders provides another benefit that network layer of SGEN contains multiple scales of receptive field, which helps the encoder learn features with multi-scale information and helps decoder generate more accurate images from multi-scale features. Experiment results also demonstrate that our network is more capable of restoring multi-scale low quality face image than other networks.
B. Sequential gating unit
To further utilize the sequential relationship among multilevel base-en/decoders, we propose a Sequential Gating Unit (SGU) to sequentially combine and select the multi-level information, which takes base-en/decoders' information from two different levels as inputs and decides the output based on one active input. The SGU is shown in the Figure 3 , equation depicting the unit is given as below:
where f is the SGU output, g a and g p are two non-linear transform "gate", σ(.) in Figure 3 is sigmoid activation function (0 ≤ σ(.) ≤ 1), x a and x p are active input and passive input respectively. Although both g a and g p consist of one convolution layer and one sigmoid activation function, they do not have any shared parameters. The active input x a makes the decision what information we are going to throw away from the passive input x p and what new information we are going to add from the active input itself. In particular, observe that if g a (x a ) = 1 and g p (x a ) = 0, the active input x a throw away all the information from the passive input x p . Conversely, if g a (x a ) = 0 and g p (x a ) = 1, the active input x a choose to pass all the information from the passive input x p rather than itself. Therefore, SGU can smoothly vary its behavior on information combination and selection, and is optimized by the whole training objective.
In the encoder stage, high level base-encoder acts as x a and takes control over the low level information, which sequentially updates the high level semantic information and removes noise. For the decoder stage, the low level base-decoder becomes x a and takes control over the high level information in an opposite direction, which sequentially restores low level information and generates images with more details. 
C. Training Algorithm
We apply the adversarial training of GAN in our proposed model. The adversarial training needs to learn a discriminator D to guide the generator G, i.e. SGEN in this paper, to produce realistic target under the supervision of real/fake. In face restoration case, the objective function of GAN can be represented as minimax function:
where s is a sample from the low quality source domain S and t is the corresponding sample in high quality target domain T . In addition to using adversarial loss in the generator training process, we add the mean square error (MSE) loss for generator to require the generated image G(s) as close as to the ground truth value of pixels. The modified loss function for adversarial SGEN training is shown as below:
where λ is weight to achieve balance between adversarial term and MSE term. To make the discriminator be able to take input of arbitrary size as well, we design a fully convolutional discriminator with global average pooling proposed in [37] . We replace the traditional fully connected layer with global average pooling. The idea of global average pooling is to take the average of each feature map as the resulting vector fed into classification layer. Therefore, the discriminator has much fewer network parameters than fully connected network and overfitting is more likely to be avoided.
We summarize the training process in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, the choice of optimizers Opt(·, ·) is quite flexible, whose two inputs are the parameters to be optimized and the corresponding gradients. One can choose different optimizers (e.g. Adam [38] , or nesterov gradient descend [39] ) for different tasks, depending on common practice for specific tasks and personal preferences. Besides, the G and D might refer to either the models themselves, or their parameters, depending on the context.
Algorithm 1 SGEN training process
. 3: For any data pair (s k , t k ) ∈ P, generate reconstructed images by Eqn.(1-9). 4: Update the discriminators as follows:
Update the SGEN, i.e., G as follows:
Repeat step 2 to step 5 until convergence
D. Discussion
According to the network architecture described in Section III-A and Section III-B, in the encoder stage, high level base-encode acts as x a and takes control over the low level information x p , while in the decoder stage, the low level basedecoder becomes x a and takes control over the high level information in an opposite direction, this kind of sequential ensemble process can be denoted as below:
As we can see from Eqn. (14) , the high level base-encodes sequentially choose to updates the high level semantic information following a bottom-up information flow, which effectively cleans the corrupted input and removes noise during this process. Similarly, in Eqn. (15) , the low level base-decoder sequentially restores low level information following a topdown information flow, which effectively reconstructs images with more face details. We also visualize the gates in the SGU in the experiments section IV-E and further verify the effectiveness of information selection by using SGU.
In particular, we observe that if we set g a (X k ) = 1,
). Under such condition, the convolutional feature mapsX N −k+1 = X N −k+1 are directly passed to the decoder, and summed to deconvolutional feature mapsŶ k−1 after one deconvolutional layer, which basically imitates the skip-connections in REDNet [34] . Also, if we set g a (
). In this case, our SGEN can provide extra residual connection in the encoder stage compared with RED-Net, which will be more likely to avoid gradient vanishing and be easier to train as explained in [27] . Thus, depending on the output of the gates in SGU, our SGEN can smoothly vary its behavior between a plain network and residual networks.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Parameters setting
In the following experiments, our SGEN's network configuration (N = 3) is shown in Figure 4 . We set N = 3 levels for the SGEN to achieve a trade-off between performance and computation cost. SGU contains two convolution modules whose filter number is same to the inputs' channel number. The discriminator architecture consists of 4 convolution layers followed by lrelu units, then a global average pooling layer with 512 and a fully connected layer with 1 neurons follows. The final sigmoid unit produces the probability of a sample coming from real data. We use the adaptive learning method Adam [38] as the optimization algorithm with learning rate of 0.0001. Minibatch size is set to 64 for every experiments. The weight λ is set to 10. An implementation of SGEN is available in https://github.com/tomorrowi6/SGEN-pytorch.git.
B. Dataset and evaluation metrics
We carry out experiments below on the widely used face dataset CelebA [40] containing 202599 cropped celebrity faces. We set aside 20000 images as test set, 20000 images as validation set, and the rest as training set. We resize the face images from 128 × 96 to 208 × 176 which are commonly used resolutions in practice. Specially, we sample 6 different scales between two resolutions. Then we downsample the images to low-resolution (LR) by a factor of 4 and corrupt the images by AWGN noise (standard deviation δ = 30). To enable the noise corrupted LR images as the network input, we up-sample the LR images by a factor 4 using nearest interpolation.
Restoration results are evaluated with peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity index (SSIM) [41] . However, PSNR and SSIM are objective metrics that can not always be consistent with human perceptual quality. Therefore, we conduct subjective evaluation for restoration results to further investigate the effectiveness of our model. We recruited 18 subjects for subjective evaluation. We show each subject the corresponding source images prior to their evaluation for the generated images. Thus, they can form a general quality standard of generated images. After viewing one test image, subject gives a quality score from 1 (bad quality) to 5 (excellent quality). For each model, 288 restoration images from six different scales are evaluated, and mean opinion scores (MOS) are computed at each scale.
C. Comparison of different losses and ensemble methods
To investigate influence of different loss choices and verify the effectiveness of sequential ensemble structure of SGEN, we compare performance of following models:
• SGEN. SGEN is trained with MSE and adversarial loss.
• SGEN-MSE. SGEN-MSE is trained with only MSE loss.
• MEN. MEN (Max Ensemble Network) is just like SGEN but without any SGU during the combination of baseen/decoders, it uses max ensemble instead.
• AEN. AEN (Average Ensemble Network) uses average ensemble instead of SGU.
• CEN. AEN (Concatenate Ensemble Network) uses concatenate ensemble instead of SGU. The objective and subjective results are shown in Table I and  Table II . Visual restoration samples from one scale and six scales are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . Only MSE loss for SGEN training provides higher PSNR and SSIM than combining MSE and adversarial loss, this result is not surprising because only minimizing MSE is equal to maximize PSNR.
Smoother restoration results are also obtained by SGEN-MSE and are less visually preferred than SGEN through MOS evaluation. Comparing SGEN with other non-sequential ensemble networks, SGEN achieves better subjective scores and produces visually preferred images with more face details. Actually, because of the gate mechanism in SGU, sequential ensemble method can be viewed as a generalized ensemble method including max ensemble and average ensemble. The CEN shows more competitive results than MEN and AEN because CEN combines base-en/decoders' information all together without any information selection. The better performance of SGEN than CEN also demonstrates the effectiveness of automatically information selection in sequential ensemble method.
D. Comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms
We compare the performance of SGEN with five state-of-the-art image restoration networks: SRCNN [31] , SRResNet [33] , SRGAN [33] , RED-Net [34] and URDGN [4] . All the networks are retrained on the same multi-scale and noisy face dataset. The quantitative results are shown in Table  III and Table IV . The visual restoration samples from one single scale and six scales are shown in Figure 7 , Figure 8 and Figure 9 . The quantitative results confirm that our SGEN with only MSE loss achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of PSNR and SSIM. MOS results from subjective evaluation also suggest that SGEN with adversarial training produces better perceptual quality than other algorithms. From Figure  7 , Figure 8 and Figure 9 , we can see that results from SGEN are more visually clear and contain more face details, such as more accurate shape of eyes and mouth in Figure 8 . Compared with non-ensemble structure SRCNN and URGAN, our SGEN shows better ability to handle multi-scale face restoration. Although the RED-Net, SRResNet and SRGAN try to restore image details with skip-connections that can be viewed as one kind of ensemble structure [32] , the networks can not restore faces as good as SGEN due to lack of sequential ensemble method that can sequentially choose to extract high level information from corrupted input and restore more low level details. 
E. Gate Layer Pattern Visualization
In the Sequential Gating Unit (SGU), the gate layers after sigmoid activation decide which information to throw away from x a and x p respectively. In the encoder stage, the gates in SGU make selections from high-level information. Thus highly abstract patterns can be observed from the gate layers as shown in Figure 10 . In the decoder stage, the gating operations are implemented after deconvolution, so the information selection is about to restore low details. In the gates betweenŶ 2 and Y 3 (N = 3), as shown in Figure 11 , face patterns are very obvious, which means in our proposed scheme SGUs learn to make selections based on face information. Other than that, different SGUs focus on different landmarks. Because of this, the generated face contains more details. In the gates between Y 1 and Y 2 , as shown in Figure 12 , the gates contains less visible face details because gates betweenŶ 1 and Y 2 combine higher level information than ones betweenŶ 2 and Y 3 . Difference can only be told among face, hair and background. We also observe one more interesting pattern that the gate layers for the active input and passive input are complementary to each other. When the active gate selects much from the active input, the values in the passive gate are usually very small, and vice versa. This phenomenon proves that there are redundancy between different scales and selection operation is 
F. Computational Time
We train all the networks on one NVIDIA K80 GPU, and the average computational cost of different methods is shown in Table V . The training time of the SGEN (26 GPU-hours) is little slower than the structure with the same loss terms but without ensemble, such as URDGN (20 GPU-hours). The sequential ensemble structure converges little slower than the single autoencoder structure is not surprising, as the SGEN learns multi-scale features and possesses a larger feature capacity. Considering the fact that our network can converge slightly more than one GPU-day and costs similar testings time as other methods, we conclude that our network structure is a relatively light structure and the convergence is not a problem for our network. In addition, our model only takes about 0.0032s = 64s/20000 on average for each test image, which is well suited for real-time image processing.
G. Influence of N , AWGN Standard Deviation δ and Noise Type
In addition to SGEN with N = 3, we train other two SGENs to explore the influence of main parameter N of SGEN. The average PSNR and SSIM performance on test set, and computational cost time of SGEN with different N are shown in Table VI and Figure 13 . Without losing the universality, only MSE loss for SGEN is used for this comparison. It is obvious that the performance of SGEN improves with the increase of N . SGEN with N = 4 achieves performance gain about 0.86% in terms of PSNR against SGEN with N = 3. However, 35% extra computational cost will also be added by SGEN with N = 4 compared with N = 3. Also, as shown in Figure 13 , the convergence curve of SGEN with N = 3 behaves much more similarly to N = 4 than N = 2, which decreases slower in the initial stage but converges to a smaller value. Therefore, we choose N = 3 in our paper to achieve a trade-off between computational cost and performance.
To further investigate the performance of SGEN on different AWGN noise level and different noise type, we independently train SGEN on images corrupted by different AEGN noise standard deviation δ and additive noise sampled from uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 30, and the results are shown in Table VII . We can observe that our SGEN shows robust performance on multi-scale images with different δ and noise type, which demonstrates the flexibility of SGEN when being applied on a wide range of real scenes.
H. Testing beyond Training scales
Sizes of face images in real world often vary beyond training scales (128 × 96 to 208 × 176). Therefore, we carry out multiscale face restoration experiments on face image of scale = (128 + 16 * z) × (96 + 16 * z), z = 0, 1, ..., 27, with SGEN only trained on scales from 128 × 96 to 208 × 176. The average PSNR results on a set of test images are shown in Figure 14 . In order to further testify the robustness of SGEN, we conduct experiment on LR and noise real-world image as shown in Figure 15 . We can easily found that although SGEN is only trained on faces of limited scales, it shows even better PSNR performance on unseen faces of different scales in Figure 14 . The real-world test also confirms that our SGEN can tackle distortions on faces of various orientation, illumination, etc.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a SGEN model for multi-scale face restoration from low-resolution and strong noise. We propose to aggregate multi-level base-en/decoders into the SGEN. The SGEN takes en/decoders from different levels as the sequential data. Specifically, the SGEN learns to sequentially extract high level information from low level base-encoders in bottomup manner and sequentially restore low level details from high level base-decoders in top-down manner. Specially, we propose an elaborate SGU unit that could sequentially combine and select the multi-level information from base-en/decoders. Owing to the sequential ensemble structure, SGEN with MSE loss achieves the state-of-the-art performance of multi-scale face restoration in terms of PSNR and SSIM. Further applying adversarial loss to SGEN training, SGEN achieves the best perceptual quality according to subjective evaluation. In future work, we would to explore SGEN in following multiple aspects. First, we can apply the proposed model to other image-to-image translation tasks, such as image restoration and style transformation. Second, it is worth exploring SGEN on face video restoration by combining temporal information in the future, which can be utilized for real-time surveillance video analysis. Third, it is also interesting to combine SGEN with face analysis techniques into one end-toend training scheme for both face restoration and face analysis.
